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A WILDER 
VOICE
A beautiful hand-bound 
volume by artist bookbinder 
Kate Rochester features new 
photographs by Tamsin Calidas 
and draws words from Tamsin’s 
bestselling memoir, I Am An 
Island. The book binds words and 
images together –  providing a 
powerful sensory experience.

Nearly 20 years ago, Tamsin Calidas 
moved from London to a small Hebridean 
island. For more than a decade she lived 
close to the wilds, immersing herself in 
the sea each day and finding strength in 
the regenerative power of nature. Her 
book, I Am An Island, described her life 
living close to the elements and became a 
bestseller. Now, in a new hand-sewn and 
hand-bound book called A Wilder Voice, 
she presents her photographs of life on the 
island with words from her memoir.
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F E AT U R E

Left each day the sea washes me smooth

Overleaf its infinitely simpler rhythms allow me to 
connect deeply to my instincts – they allow me to 
reach closer to the sky, the sun, the wind and the moon
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A Wilder Voice with words and photography 
by Tamsin Calidas is published in hardback 
by Hanbury Press. The book is hand-
stitched and the cover is hand-screen 
printed on book cloth and is a limited 
edition of 300 copies. Price: £38.

hanburypress.co.uk

Left the sheep are running rings around us

Below i learn to turn to the gentle 
and broken things in nature

Opposite top our breath clouds white as i rub her 
thick coat briskly with my chapped hand

Opposite below this breath calls with a different 
voice, like a strong flowing river or grasses swaying 
under the sky. like clear amber eyes seeking mine 
or dark hooves drumming the winter earth


